Ptychography, a special case of the phase retrieval problem, is a popular method in modern imaging. Its measurements are based on the shi s of a locally supported window function. In general, direct recovery of an object from such measurements is known to be an ill-posed problem. Although for some windows the conditioning can be controlled, for a number of important cases it is not possible, for instance for Gaussian windows. In this paper we develop a subspace completion algorithm, which enables stable reconstruction for a much wider choice of windows, including Gaussian windows. e combination with a regularization technique leads to improved conditioning and be er noise robustness.
1 Introduction e aim in the phase retrieval problem is to recover a vector x 0 P C d from measurements given by y j " |xx 0 , a j y| 2`n j or y " |Ax| 2`n ,
where the measurement vectors a j (or the measurement matrix A, respectively) is known and the noise n is unknown, but small. Note that no recovery method can distinguish the solution candidates te iθ¨x 0 : θ P r0, 2πsu, since they all generate the same set of measurements, so at best, reconstruction is possible up to a global phase factor. To account for this ambiguity, one typically measures the quality of reconstruction via dpx, x 0 q " min θPr0,2πs
Phase retrieval is a central problem in various applied elds such as optical imaging [1] , crystallography [2] or imaging of noncrystalline materials [3] . In these elds, the aim is to draw conclusions about an object of interest based on di raction measurements made from illuminating the object with some sort of radiation such as light waves or X-ray beams. ese measurements, however, only measure the intensity of the optical wave that is reaching a detector and are not capable to measure any phase information [1] , although it encodes important structural information [4] . us, some restrictive model assumption or measurement redundancy is crucially required for recovery. Figure 1 : A typical one-dimensional ptychographic setup
Ptychography and locally supported measurements
Ptychography is a speci c form of a redundant phase retrieval problem that received considerable a ention in recent years. Instead of a full illumination of the specimen x 0 , multiple measurements are obtained where in each of them the X-ray beam is focused on a small region of the object. For each focus region the intensities of the resulting far eld di raction pa erns are captured by a detector. In the experimental setup, this is realized by moving the object after each measurement. To obtain redundancies, the regions are chosen to be overlapping. e whole process is summarized in Figure 1 . e history of ptychography dates back to works by Hoppe [5] from the late 60ths. In the following decades it was studied mainly in a few works by Rodenburg and coauthors [6, 7, 8] . Only in 2007 with the development of new imaging methods and devices, ptychography was rediscovered and became more popular, especially in the synchrotron community [9] .
Ptychography has applications in many di erent research areas across life and material sciences and has been successfully used to get image resolutions at a nanometer scale. For example it was used to image the internal structure of silk bers [10] , the 3D pore structure of a catalyst [11] , and to visualize stereocilia, hair cells in the inner ear, necessary for hearing and balancing that have a diameter in the nanometer range [12] .
At the core of the measurement process is a detector that samples the intensities of the far eld di raction pa ern of the illuminated region. e measurements can be modeled by squared magnitudes of the Fourier coe cients of the windowed image, that is, py q j "ˇˇˇˇd ÿ n"1 w n px 0 q n` e´2 πipj´1qpn´1q dˇ2`n j, , pj, q P rdsˆP,
where P Ă t0, 1, . . . , d´1u is the set of shi s of the object, w P C d is a localized illumination or window function and n j, is noise.
Overview of related work
e general phase retrieval problem has been widely discussed along the time period of the last 50 years in the scienti c community and a lot of research has been put in developing algorithms to tackle it e ciently. Earliest a empts are alternating projection algorithms developed in the 1970s by Gerchberg and Saxton [13] and Fienup [14] . An overview and a numerical evaluation of such methods can be found in [15] and [16] . In general, algorithms based on alternating projection are popular among practitioners because they are easy to implement, o en have low computational complexity, and produce reasonable solutions in many cases. Nevertheless, these iterative methods are mathematically di cult to analyze and their performance heavily relies on a good initial guess [17] . In particular, there are no global recovery guarantees for alternating projection approaches.
Following the emergence of compressed sensing in 2004 a number of works aimed to analyze the phase retrieval problem from a similar viewpoint. is includes works deriving conditions for injectivity under generic measurements [18] and recovery guarantees for various algorithms under random measurement scenarios -rst for Gaussian random measurements with full randomness [19, 20, 21, 22] and later for derandomized measurements such as subsampled spherical designs [23] and coded di raction pa erns [21, 24, 25, 26] . e algorithms analyzed in these results, include convex optimization approaches such as PhaseLi [19] -these mainly show that recovery in polynomial time is possible and are not feasible for larger problem sizes -and nonconvex alternatives such as the Wirtinger Flow algorithm [21] , which pursues a gradient descent strategy and, thus, is computationally more e cient. Up to this point, however, none of these approaches provides guarantees for ptychograpic measurements.
With rising interest in ptychography several methods were developed speci cally for measurements of the form (2) . An approach based on alternating projection methods known as PIE [27] is commonly used by practitioners, but again not understood mathematically. Alternatives that come with some mathematical guarantees include frame based approaches [28] , numerical integration strategies [29] , methods based on the properties of the Wigner distribution [7, 30, 31] , and the so called BlockPR algorithm [32] . e last mentioned method, which is also the starting point for our paper, uses deterministic measurement masks and a li ing scheme similar to PhaseLi [19] . However, it is much more e cient as it exploits the locality of the measurement masks to reduce the dimension of the problem from d 2 in PhaseLi to dp2δ´1q in BlockPR. In its initial version [33] BlockPR was based on a greedy algorithm for recovery. Later, it was signi cantly improved by estimating the phases via angular synchronization [32, 34] and extended to subsampled scenarios [35, 36] . All of these works focus on rather restrictive classes of measurement windows; as we will see this is due to inherent invertibility and conditioning problems. In this paper, we address this issue proposing a strategy that allows for recovery even in the case of singularities.
Preliminaries

Notation and Fourier transform basics
Index sets will be expressed by the notation rns k :" tk, . . . , k`n´1u Ă N 0 , k P N 0 , where we set rns :" rns 1 . e Hadamard product u˝v P C d of two vectors u, v P C d is given entrywise by pu˝vq j " u j v j . Recall that for a complex vector u P C d its discrete Fourier transform (DFT) p u P C d is given by
We de ne the discrete circular convolution of two vectors u and v according to [37] as a vector u˚v with pu˚vq "
e (discrete version of the) Convolution eorem states that the Fourier transform of the Hadamard product of two signals u and v in C d is the (circular) convolution of the Fourier transforms of the two signals, i.e.,
A proof of this result can be found for example in [37] . e (discrete) circular shi operator S : C d Ñ C d , P Z and the modulation operator
and
e next Lemma summarizes some well-known basic properties of the DFT, which are relevant for this paper.
Lemma 1 (Elementary Fourier transform properties). Let the modulation operator W k be de ned as in (6) , the DFT be de ned as in (3) and the Shi operator S be de ned as in (5) . en, the following properties hold for every complex vector x P C d :
2.`p x˘k " pp xq d´k`2 @k P rds.
Model
One di raction measurement py q j in (2) corresponds to the j-th Fourier mode of the illuminated specimen shi ed by . e window w that describes the illumination is assumed to have compact support supppwq " rδs Ă rds,
where δ denotes the support size. By combining the window with the modulation in (2) we obtain masks m j , j P rds, given by
With this de nition the squared magnitude measurements are of the form py q j " |xS x 0 , m j y| 2`n j, " |xx 0 , S˚ m j y| 2`n j, , pj, q P rKsˆP,
with K " d and m j given by (7) . Further, we consider another set of masks, obtained by subsampling in frequency domain, i.e., pm j q n "
In particular we are interested in a Gaussian window given by the formula
which is a good approximation of windows appearing in ptychography [38] .
2.3 Idea of the BlockPR algorithm e eigenvector-based angular synchronization BlockPR algorithm proposed by [32] and [34] uses a linear measurement operator to describe how to retrieve the measurements (8) from the signal x 0 . In order to introduce this linear operator, we rst observe that in the noiseless case the quadratic measurements can be li ed up and interpreted as linear measurements of the rank one matrix x 0 x0 as done in [4] . Indeed,
where x¨,¨y F denotes the Frobenius inner product de ned as xA, By F :" trpA˚Bq. By this reformulation, the phase retrieval problem is li ed to a linear problem on the space of Hermitian dˆd matrices H d . We consider all shi s P P " rds 0 and recall that the masks are compactly supported. us, we observe that for every matrix A P span
Based on this observation we introduce a family of orthogonal projection operators T δ : H d Ñ C dˆd , given by
We see that T δ is the orthogonal projection operator from the space
. Consequently, we can write xx 0 x0, S˚ m j mj S y " xT δ px 0 x0q, S˚ m j mj S y.
Finally we de ne the linear operator A : H d Ñ C D , D :" K¨d, describing the measurement process as
ApXq
We will denote the restriction of the operator A to the domain T δ pH d q by A| T δ pH d q . e operator A| T δ pH d q allows to reformulate (8) in the absence of noise as
which we wish to invert in order to obtain the li ed and on T δ projected rank 1 object
From this matrix we form a banded matrixX 0 by entrywise normalization of non-zero entries of X 0 , i. e., pX 0 q k,j "
e magnitudes of the entries of the signal x 0 can be recovered as square roots of the diagonal elements of X 0 as in [33] . e phases of x 0 can be obtained from the entrywise normalization of the top eigenvector of matrixX 0 as a result of solving the angular synchronization problem. e whole reconstruction of x 0 as proposed in [32] is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Fast Phase Retrieval from Local Measurements
Input : Measurements y P R D as in (8) Output:
y P T δ pH d q as an Hermitian estimate of T δ px 0 x0q.
2.
Form the banded matrix of phasesX P T δ pH d q de ned in (12) . 3. Compute the normalized top eigenvector ofX, denoted byx P C d with
When the measurements are noisy, this approach needs to be re ned for stable approximate recovery.
is gives rise to Block Magnitude estimation [36, 32, 34] , which we also use as a building block of our implementation to obtain the magnitudes.
is technique utilizes the banded structure of X 0 by decomposing it into smaller xed size block matrices from which then separate magnitude estimates are made. e actual estimation is realized via calculating and averaging the top eigenvector of each single block matrix which serves as a guess of the underlying signal magnitude.
Note that invertibility and well-conditioning of the operator A| T δ pH d q are crucial for a proper recovery by Algorithm 1. In fact, invertibility of the operator A| T δ pH d q strongly depends on the selection of the measurement masks m j , j P rKs, which determines if the condition
holds, which is equivalent to invertibility of A| T δ pH d q . In [33] measurement masks pm j q n "
where α P r4, 8q and m j P C d , j " 1, ..., 2δ´1, are proven to be a good choice. ey resemble the structure of ptychographic masks (7) and at the same time allow for a stable inversion as proven in Lemma 2 of [33] .
Results
Under the model (13), it is shown in Lemma 2 of [33] that the operator A| T δ pH d q is invertible. However, it is also shown that its minimal singular value behaves proportional to δ´1 which leads to severe conditioning problems as the support size increases. In addition, this analysis is speci c to masks of the form (13) . First steps towards a more general choice of windows were taken in [34, 36] , but for many windows including Gaussian windows (10), the reconstruction remained an open problem. e di culty is that for many windows, the measurement operator A| T δ pH d q is not even invertible. An example is the following statement.
Corollary 1. Consider masks of the form (9) . Assume that d is even and the window w satis es the symmetry condition w n " w δ´n`1 for all n P rδs.
en, A| T δ pH d q is not invertible.
. at is for symmetric windows there exists a nontrivial "lost subspace"
jPrKs, Prds 0 'L. e main idea of this paper is that the redundancy in X 0 can be utilized to complete the information about the "lost subspace" L. Moreover, this technique can be extended to the "approximately lost subspace" corresponding to the ill-conditioned part of the operator A| T δ pH d q and, by doing so, be er robustness to noise is achieved. e resulting method, the main contribution of our work, is summarized in Algorithm 2. Its fundamental ideas are presented in the remainder of this section.
Generalized inversion step
As discussed in Section 2, the measurement operator A is a linear function of X 0 , the restriction of x 0 x0 to the 2δ´1 signi cant diagonals. Consequently, as observed in [33] , by reorganizing the entries of these diagonals as a vector, i.e.,
one can describe the measurement process as a matrix-vector product
for an appropriate matrix M P C DˆD . Note that M is obtained by deleting the columns of the matrix form of AˇˇT δ pH d q corresponding to the entries in the kernel of the projection T δ . us, to understand the invertibility and stability of the operator AˇˇT δ pH d q it is su cient to analyze the conditioning of the matrix M .
We split the singular value decomposition of this matrix M into two parts corresponding to all singular values above some threshold ε -these will form the matrix Σ 1 -and all singular values less or equal to ε -these will form the matrix Σ 2 . e matrices U and V of the le and right singular vectors are split accordingly into U 1 , U 2 and V 1 , V 2 , respectively. at is, we obtain
e subspace S is de ned as S :" spantV pqq : V pqq column of V 1 u
As it was shown in Corollary 1, the inverse of operator A| T δ pH d q and hence of M does not exist. To account for this and possible ill-conditioning we will work with a regularized inverse, which for ε " 0 agrees with the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and which is de ned as
For ε ą 0 this thresholding yields a more noise robust version of the pseudoinverse operator. Note that in all cases one has
By constructions, this operation yields a matrix in T δ pH d q in vectorized form. Combined with an embedding step that maps this vectorization back to matrix form, we obtain a regularized inverse operator, which we denote by Aˇˇ´1 S . e strategy of our approach will be to rst reconstruct the well-conditioned portion of the signal X S :" Aˇˇ´1 S y and then use the underlying structure to recover X 0 from X S .
Subspace Completion Algorithm
e matrix X 0 can be expressed through its diagonals L r , r P r2δ´1s, which are de ned componentwise as
where z P rds.
As a ma er of fact, each of the columns of V , that is, each right singular vector of M , is exclusively supported on a single diagonal. Even stronger, each Fourier coe cient of a diagonal L r can be computed using just one of the singular vectors, as given by the following theorem. Theorem 1. Consider measurement masks of the form (9) . en,
where q is decomposed as q " p2δ´1qpξ´1q`r with ξ P rds and r P r2δ´1s and p a denotes the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the vector a P C d as in (3).
Note that equality (18) will not change if we replace X 0 by an orthogonal projection X S onto a truncated singular space, as long as V pqq P S. Consequently, one obtains Corollary 2. Under assumption of eorem 1 in the noiseless case where X S " A|´1 S y it holds that
?
us, completion of the lost subspace information is equivalent to nding the missing Fourier coe cients of the diagonals L r . For that, we exploit the redundancy in X 0 as a projection of a rank one matrix via the following lemma. Lemma 2. Let L r and L , r, P rδs be diagonals as de ned in (17) . en, the following relation holds L r˝S ´1 pL r q˚" L ˝S r´1 pL q˚.
is allows us to summarize the lost subspace completion in Algorithm 2. In general equation (19) establishes a quadratic system. Arguably however, it is a common case that at most one Fourier coe cient of each diagonal is missing and then (19) becomes a linear system. Indeed, the singular values corresponding to a single diagonal L r are given byˇˇˇˇδ´r`1
dˇ, k P rds.
Since this expression as a function of k and extended to the full interval r1, ds is highly oscillating, hi ing zero at an integer point is a rare event, except for a zero that results from the symmetry for k " d{2`1 on some diagonals. us, encountering two zeros on one diagonal is much less common than just one. For the same reason it is commonly the case that on at least one of the diagonals one does not encounter any zeros. is heuristic leads to the assumptions of the following theorem, which are indeed su cient to guarantee recovery.
Algorithm 2: Fast Phase Retrieval from Locally Supported Measurements with Subspace Completion
Input : Measurements y P R D as in (8), truncation parameter ε ě 0 Output: x P C d with x « e´i θ x 0 for some θ P r0, 2πs 1. Compute X S " A|´1 S y P T δ pH d q.
2. Evaluate Fourier coe cients of diagonals L r corresponding to columns of V 1 by Corollary 2. 3. Recover missing entries of x L r for columns of V 2 by solving (19) . 4. Form X with diagonals L r . 5. Form the banded matrix of phasesX P T δ pH d q de ned in (12). 6. Compute the normalized top eigenvector ofX, denoted byx P C d with x 2 " ? d. 7. Set x j " a X j,j¨px q j for all j P rds to form x P C d . (A2) At most one Fourier coe cient of each diagonal is missing.
en (19) can be expressed as a linear system and Algorithm 2 recovers the lost Fourier coe cients via standard solution strategies.
e numerical experiments presented in the following section con rm that assumptions (A1) and (A2) are justi ed in realistic scenarios such as for Gaussian windows, and hence Algorithm 2 yields improved reconstruction quality. 
Robustness to Additive Gaussian Noise
Numerics
In this section we present numerical trials to asses the performance of Algorithm 2. Our main objective is to demonstrate the positive e ect of the additional recovery step between Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 1. In the following, we will denote by BlockPR the algorithm without that additional step as originally proposed in [32] and summarized in Algorithm 1 above. As discussed in Section 3, the subspace completion step is not only useful when information gets lost due to zero singular values, but also in case of very small singular values that can give rise to instabilities. In that case, Algorithm 2 is applied a er deleting all the information which corresponds to singular values of the measurement operator A| T δ pH d q below some threshold ε ě 0. We will refer to this combined procedure by BlockPR + SC ε , where ε indicates the truncation level.
We will discuss three di erent examples in this section. In the rst two examples we consider the Gaussian window (10) with σ " 0.3 and in the last example the exponential window as in (13) with α " 1.
We rst illustrate the guarantees of eorem 2. Indeed, Gaussian windows in even dimensions ful ll the assumptions of Corollary 1 and also of eorem 2, which indicates that BlockPR + SC 0 should signi cantly outperform the original BlockPR algorithm. Figure 2 demonstrates that this is the case.
In the second line of simulations we compare the reconstruction accuracy achieved for di erent choices of truncation parameters ε. Figures 3 and 4 show that larger truncation thresholds yield be er results for larger noise levels and smaller thresholds are be er suited for smaller noise levels. For small noise our approach signi cantly outperforms the competitor algorithm Wirtinger Flow.
More speci cally, we perform the following numerical experiments. For synthetic signal
Reconstruction for di erent ε-parameter choices 
Wirtinger Flow
BlockPR + SC 10´1 BlockPR + SC 10´2 BlockPR + SC 10´2 . 5 BlockPR + SC 10´3 BlockPR + SC 10´4 Figure 3 : Comparison of the reconstruction accuracy for di erent truncation parameters ε for the BlockPR + SC ε algorithm and Wirtinger Flow for window size δ " 8 and dimension d " 64 (le ) and d " 256 (right). simulation we use i.i.d. zero-mean complex random multivariate Gaussian vectors. To model noisy data we add random Gaussian noise to our measurements. e signal to noise ratios (SNRs) will be measured in decibels (dB), that is, we consider SNR (dB) " 10 log 10˜ř
where py q j are measurements as in (8) and ν 2 denotes the variance of the Gaussian noise. Unless otherwise stated, we consider the relative error between the true underlying signal x 0 P C d and its estimate x P C d up to a global phase, i.e. min θPr0,2πs
x´e iθ x 0 2 x 0 2 .
For more representative results each data point of the following Figures is the average of reconstructing 100 di erent test signals.
We begin with a rst experiment demonstrating the improved reconstruction accuracy of the BlockPR + SC 0 algorithm over the BlockPR algorithm for the masks of the form (9) with Gaussian window (10) . Figure 2 a) shows the result of reconstructing a test signal of dimension d " 64 for a window size δ " 8 and di erent noise levels. As predicted by Corollary 1, the BlockPR algorithm yields a large reconstruction error due to zero singular values resulting from the symmetry of the window. e reconstruction error of the BlockPR+SC 0 algorithm, in contrast, shows signi cant decay for decreasing noise levels, similar to odd dimensions, where no singularities arise (see Figure 2 b ) for an example, where the results of BlockPR and BlockPR+SC 0 agree as there are no zero singular values. is decay is in line with eorem 2. Indeed, Table 1 shows that there are only δ´1 " 7 zero singular values. So, by Corollary 3, there is at most one zero singular value per diagonal.
at is, assumptions (A1) and (A2) are satis ed, which explains the good performance of BlockPR+SC 0 . In the remainder of the section we analyze the e ect of di erent truncation levels. As we observed in Figure 2 , without truncation (ε " 0) Algorithm 2 struggles with high noise. e reason behind the suboptimal reconstruction quality is due to the large condition number of the operator A|´1 S , whose application is at the core of the BlockPR algorithm. With the subspace completion technique at hand we improve the conditioning by disregarding information corresponding to the small singular values and completing it a er the inversion step. e e ect of di erent choices of ε is illustrated in Figure 3 for dimensions d " 64 and d " 256. For comparison, we also include the Wirtinger Flow algorithm [21] .
Signal reconstruction for exponential masks
We observe that for increased truncation parameters ε reconstruction at low and medium SNRs improves signi cantly. However, the error does not converge to zero anymore when noise diminishes as assumptions (A1) and (A2) are no longer universally satis ed. In this case one can no longer solve a linear system; rather, our implementation proceeds sequentially treating all unknown values as zero. is is of course only a heuristics and not covered by our theory. In fact, large truncation thresholds lead to a signi cant loss of information -e. g., for d " 64 and ε " 10´1 Table 1 shows that 2{3 of singular values are deleted, so complete reconstruction is no longer possible even for very low noise. us, the optimal choice of ε depends on the noise level and should be based on a trade-o between noise robustness for low SNRs and perfect reconstruction for high SNRs.
Increasing the dimension from d " 64 to d " 256 leads to slightly worse recovery with Algorithm 2. However, the impact of the problem size on the performance of Wirtinger Flow is much stronger. While for d " 64 it clearly outperforms Algorithm 2 except for very low noise levels, for dimension d " 256 this is the case only for rather large noise.
We point out that the good performance of Algorithm 2 is not limited to Gaussian windows. In our nal example, we show that the subspace completion technique can be used to increase the set of parameters for exponential masks (13) . In this example we use α " 1, which is beyond the range of stable invertibility. Figure 4 illustrates the performance of Algorithms 1 and 2 together with Wirtinger Flow for such masks. Although BlockPR outperforms Wirtinger Flow for moderate noise levels, we improve the accuracy even further by the application of Algorithm 2 with regularization parameter ε " 10´2 .5 .
Proofs
Singular values of measurement operator and proof of Corollary 1
As discussed in Section 3, the action of the measurement operator A can be described as a matrix-vector product M vecpX 0 q " y.
As shown in Sections 2.2 and 4.4 of [33] , the matrix M takes the form
where M , P rδs, are p2δ´1qˆp2δ´1q matrices given by pM q n,j "
As shown in [33] , M can be block diagonalized using the unitary block Fourier matrix U 2δ´1 P C DˆD de ned as
. . .
where I 2δ´1 denotes an p2δ´1qˆp2δ´1q identity matrix. More precisely,
where J P C DˆD is a block diagonal matrix of the form
A single block matrix J k P C p2δ´1qˆp2δ´1q can be expressed as
where F 2δ´1 denotes a discrete Fourier transform matrix of size C p2δ´1qˆp2δ´1q . As U 2δ´1 and F 2δ´1 are unitary matrices, the absolute values of the z k,j 's are the singular values of M . For masks of the form (13) upper bounds on the condition number of these matrices have been shown in [33] ; they guarantee the stable invertibility of the operator A| T δ pH d q and matrix M respectively. e next proposition, however, shows that this is speci c to exponentially decaying masks and that for a large class of masks naturally appearing in ptychography the operator A| T δ pH d q is not only ill-conditioned but even singular.
Proposition 3. Consider masks of the form (9) . Assume that d is even and the window w satis es the symmetry condition w n " w δ´n`1 for all n P rδs.
en it holds that
δ´j is odd where j P rδs, δ´j is even where j P rδ´1s δ`1 .
To fully understand the implications of Proposition 3 we note that the singular value decomposition of the matrix M takes the form
where Z is the diagonal matrix in C DˆD , which contains all z k,j for k P rds, j P r2δ´1s on its main diagonal and the operations sgn and |¨| are taken entrywise.
With this expression for the SVD at hand, Proposition 3 directly yields Corollary 1, as every vanishing z k,j corresponds to a zero singular value of M . erefore, the matrix M cannot be invertible and, consequently, neither can the operator A| T δ pH d q , as stated in Corollary 1. Moreover, Proposition 3 provides explicit expressions for the index set I corresponding to these zero singular values of M , as we will see below.
Proof of Proposition 3. We rst consider the case 1 ď j ď δ. By (20) ,
where in the third equality we used the symmetry of the window w and in the last one we changed the summation order. We continue by averaging the rst and last reformulation of
When δ´j is odd, the last factor vanishes in all the summands and hence ,j " 0.
For the case δ`1 ď j ď 2δ´1, we get analogously
,j " 0 if δ´j is even.
Proposition 3 can be reformulated in terms of the matrix V 2 as follows.
Corollary 3. Consider measurement masks of the form (9) . Assume that d is even and the window w satis es the symmetry condition w n " w δ´n`1 for all n P rδs.
en the right singular vector V pqq corresponding to the singular value |z d 2`1 ,r | is a column of V 2 provided the index q is of the form q " p2δ´1qpd{2`1q`r with r P I, where the set I of size |I| " δ´1 is given by I " tj P rδs : δ´j is oddu Y tj P rδ´1s δ`1 : δ´j is evenu
, r P I, are not recovered in the step 2 of Algorithm 2.
Proof of eorem 1 and Corollary 2
Proof of eorem 1. First we use the de nition of the DFT (3) and the diagonals L r (17) to obtain
To reformulate the right hand side of (18), we need an alternative representation of the vectorization of X 0 as given in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Decomposing q P rDs as q " p2δ´1qpξ´1q`r with ξ P rds, r P r2δ´1s, one can express the vectorization of X 0 from formula (14) as
e proof of the Lemma can be found in the Appendix. Recall that by (22) , one has that V " U 2δ´1 . us, as for every column of U 2δ´1 , the indices of V pqq can be expressed aś
]
. We obtain that
where the last equality follows from Lemma 3.
Corollary 2 now follows directly from the de nition of X S .
Proof of Corollary 2. Combining the de nition of X S with (16), we obtain
which concludes the proof.
Recovery of lost coe cients and proof of eorem 2
In this section we will show that under the assumptions of eorem 2, Algorithm 2 provides a feasible and reliable procedure to complete the restricted low-rank matrix X 0 . We rst prove Lemma 2, which establishes that, under the assumptions that the algorithm is tractable and the solution of (19) is unique, Algorithm 2 yields the right answer.
Proof of Lemma 2. Observe that for arbitrary j P rds pL r˝S ´1 pL r q˚q j " px 0 q j px 0 q j`r´1¨p x 0 q j` ´1 px 0 q j` `r´2 " px 0 q j px 0 q j` ´1¨p x 0 q j`r´1 px 0 q j` `r´2 "´L ˝S r´1 pL q˚¯j .
In the remainder of this section, we will show tractability and uniqueness, which will both follow from the fact that under Assumptions (A1) and (A2), (19) is in fact a linear relation. e main idea is that for the index r corresponding to the diagonal that is fully known by (A1), the le hand side of (19) is known, and all but one Fourier coe cients of the right hand side consists of products of di erent coe cients. us, one obtains linear equations in the real and imaginary parts of the single unknown coe cient. is is formalized in the following proof of eorem 2.
Proof of eorem 2. Let us denote by L r the diagonal with all known entries, provided by assumption (A1). Due to assumption (A2) we are missing at most one Fourier coe cient on each of the other diagonals x L , say at position q P rds. To estimate this missing coe cient, we work with the discrete Fourier transform of the quadratic relationship (19) . Using the convolution theorem (4) and Lemma 1, we obtain the following expression for the j-th Fourier coe cient. x L j´p`1 x L d´p`2 .
We note that for p P C :" tj`1´q, d`2´qu the corresponding summand on the right hand side contains x L q or x L q ; all other summands are known by Assumption (A2). For j " 1, C is a single index, which leads to a quadratic term | x L q | 2 . For this reason we skip the case j " 1 in the following considerations. For j ‰ 1, let
We obtain c j´zj " x L q e 2πipr´1qpj´qq d
x L d´j`q`1 looooooooooooomooooooooooooon a j :"`e 2πipr´1qpd´q`1q d
x L j´d`q´1 loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon b j :"
x L q .
By decomposing the complex numbers in the previous equation into their real and imaginary part we get "
Repa j q`Repb j q´Impa j q`Impb j q Impa j q`Impb j q Repa j q´Repb j q Combining these linear systems for all j " 2, . . . , d we obtain the overdetermined linear system¨Q
is system can be solved using least squares to approximate the missing component x L q . A er this estimation step all entries of the diagonal x L q are available and one can obtain an estimate for the vector L via the inverse DFT. is procedure is repeated for all diagonals L with 1 ď ď δ that have missing Fourier coe cients. is recovers the upper triangular part of X 0 . To obtain the remaining entries, we use that X 0 is a Hermitian matrix.
Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we proposed a subspace completion technique, which extends the range of applicability of the BlockPR algorithm in ptychography to a larger class of windows. Furthermore, our technique can be used as a regularizer for be er noise robustness. e next step will be to analyze the case of more than one zero entry per diagonal in more detail. As this scenario gives rise to nonlinear dependencies, this will likely require a very di erent set of tools. Also, we plan to consider the extension of the technique to models with shi s longer than 1 as proposed in [36] and [35] .
